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Psych?logists-and more especially philosophers-pay little
~ttcnti~n to the play o( miniature frequently introduced
mto farry tales. In the eyes of the psychologist, the writer is
merely amusing himself when he creates houses that can
be set on a pea. Rut this is a basic absurdity that places
the talc on a level with the merest fantasy. And fantasy
precludes the writer from entering, really, into the domain
of the fantastic. Indeed he himJClf, when he develops his
facile inventions, often quite ponderously, would appear
not to ~li:ve in a psychological reality that corresponw to
these nu~ature features. He lacks that little particle of
dream which oould be handed on from writer to reader.
To make others believe, we must believe ourselves. Is it
worthwhile, then, for a philosopher to raise a phenomenological problem with regard to these literary "miniat~cs," these objects ~at ar~ so easily made smaller through
literary means? Is 1t possible for the conscious-of both
writer and reader-to play a aincere r6le in the very origin
of images of this kind?
Yet we are obliged to grant these images a certain objectivity, from the mere fact that they both attract and
interest many dreamers. One might say that these houses
in miniature are false objects that posseas a true psychological objectivity. Here the process of imagination is typical, and it poses a problem that must be distinguished from
the general problem of geometrical similarities. A geometrician sees exactly the same thing in two similar figures,
drawn to different scales. The plan of a house drawn on a

rrn,,~r.c ,ca!e unplies none of the problems that are inher!'n: tc it nn itosophv of the imagination. There is even no
n~r\
~')mide; i.t from the general standpoint of repre-;crit1 ~:()T! , c1.lth,J1.1gh it would be important, from this standF m t, ~I) sr.udy ihe phenomenology of similarity. Our study
should be specified as belonging definitely under the
imagrnation.
Everything will be clear, for instance, if, in order to enter
into the domain where we imagine, we are forced to cross
the threshold of absurdity, as in the case of Tresor des f~ves
(Bean Treasure), Charles Nodier's1 hero, who gets into a
fairy's coach the size of a bean. In fact, he gets into it with
six "litrons"2 of beans on his shoulder. There is thus a contradiction in numbers as well as in the size of the space
involved. Six thousand beans fit into one. And the same
thing is true when Michael-who is oversize-findJ himself,
to his great surprise, in the house of the Fde aux Miettes
(Beggar Fairy), which is hidden under a tuft of grass. But
he feels at home there, and settles dawn. Happy at being
in a small space, he realizes an experience of topophilia;
that is, once inside the miniature house, he sees its vast
number of rooms; from the interior he discovers interior
beauty. Here we have an inversion of perspective, which is
either fleeting or captivating, according to the talent of the
narrator, .or the reader's capacity for dream. Nodier, who
was often too eager to be "agreeable," and too much amused
to give full rein to his imagination, allows certain bad~y
camouflaged rationalizations to subsisL In order to explain
psychologically this entry into t~e tiny hou~, he recalls
the little cardboard houses that children play with. In other
words, the tiny things we imagine simply take ~s back. to
childhood, to familiarity with toys and the reality of t"'!s.
But the imagination deserves better than th~t. I~ po~nt
of fact, imagination in miniature is natural 1magmauon
which appears at all ages in the daydreams of born dreamers. Indeed, the element of amusement must be r_emoved,
if we are to find its true psychological roots. For instance,
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Chari~ Nodler, 178o-1844. French writer of tal~ of fantasy.
Old measure, about l / 16 of a bushel.
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one might devote a serious reading to this fragment by
Hermann Hesse, which appeared in Fontainet (N° 5 7, p.
725). A prisoner paints a landscape on the wall of his cell
showing a miniature train entering a tunnel. When his
jailers come to get him, he asks them "politely to wait a
moment, to allow me to verify something in the little train
in my picture. As usual, they started to laugh, because they
considered me to be weak-minded. .I made myself very
tiny, entered into my picture and climbed into the little
train, which started moving, then disappeared into the
darkness of the tunnel. For a few seconds longer, a hit of
ftak.y smoke could be seen coming out of the round hole.
Then this smoke blew away, and with it the picture, and
with the picture, my person . . ." How many times poetpainters, in their prisons, have broken through walls, by
way of a tunnel! How many times, as they painted their
dreams, they have escaped through a crack in the wallt And
to get out of prison all means are good ones. If need be,
mere absurdity can he a source of freedom.
And so, if we follow the poets of miniature sympathetically, if we take the imprisoned painter's little train,
geometrical contradiction is redeemed, and Representation
is dominated by Imagination. Representation becomes
nothing but a body of expressions with which to communicate (?Ur own images to others. In line with a philosophy
that accepts the imagination as a basic faculty, one could
say, in the manner of Schopenhauer: "The world is my
imagination." The cleverer I am at miniaturizing the world,
the better I possess it. But in doing this, it must be understood that values become condensed and enriched in miniature. Platonic dialectics of large and small do not suffice for
us to become cognizant of the dynamic virtues of miniature
thinking. One must go beyond logic in order to experience
what is large in what is small.
By analyzing several examples, I shall show that miniature literature-that is to say, the aggregate of literary
French literary review published in Algien, then In Fnnoe,
du ring the Seoond World War.

t Fontoine,
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I shall first ta.kc a fragmen t from Cyrano de Bergerac, which
is quoted in a very fine article by Pierre-Maxime Schuh},
entitled Le theme de Gulliver et le postulat de Laplace.
Here the author is Jed to accentuate the intellectualist
nature of Cyrano de Bergerac's amused image~ _in ~r?er t~
compare them with this astrono~er-~~th~mauc1a~ s 1d~lUThe Cyrano t ext is the following: This apple 1s a little
universe in itself, the seed of which, being hotter than the
other parts, gives out the conserving heat of ~u ~lobe; and
this germ, in my opinion, is the little sun of this l~ttle worl~:
that warms and feeds the vegetative salt of this httle mass.
In this text, nothing stands out, hut everything is imagined, and the imaginary miniature is proposed to e~clos_e
an imaginary value. At the center is the seed, which ~s
hotter than the entire apple. This condensed heat, this
warm well-being that men love, takes the image out of the
class of images one can see into that of _images tha_t ar_e
Jived. The imagination feels cheered by this germ ~h1_c h 1s
fed by a vegetable salt.2 The apple itself, the. fruit, ts no
longer the principal thing, but ~e see~, _which becomes
the real dynamic value. Paradoxically, it_ 1s the se~ that
creates the apple, to which it transmits its aromauc ~ps
and conserving strength. The seed is not only _horn m a
tender cradle, protected by the fruit's mass. It 1s the generator of vital heat.
In such imagination as this, there exists total inv~nion ~
regards the spirit of observation. Here the_ mmd that
imagines follows the opposite path of the mmd that ob-
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1 Journal de psychologie, April-June 1947, P· 16g.
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How many of us, once we have eaten an apple, attack . the aecdl In
comrany, we restrain our Innocent mania for dccortlcat mg the aced,
In order to chew them. And what thoughts we have, what day•
dream,, when we cat the germs of plantal
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serves, the imagination does not want to end in a diagram
that summarizes acquired learning. It seek.s a pretext to
multiply images, and as soon as the imagination is interested
by an image, this increases its value. From the moment
when Cyrano imagined the Seed-Sun, he had the conviction
that the seed was a source of life and heat, in short, that
it was a value.
Naturally, this is an exaggerated image. The jesting element in Cyrano, as in many writers, as for instance Nodier,
whom we mentioned a few pa~ back, is prejudicial to
imaginary meditation. The images go too fast, and too far.
But a psychologist who reads s,owly and examines images
in slow motion, lingering as long as is needed over each
image, will experience a sort of coalescence of unlimited
values. Values become engulfed in miniature, and miniature causes men to dream.
Pierre-Maxime Schuhl concludes his analysis by underlining in the case of this particularly felicitous example, the
dangers of the imagination, which is master of error and
falsehood. I think. as he does, but I dream differently or, to
be more exact. I am willing to react to my reading the way
a dreamer does. Here we have the entire problem of the
oneiric attitude toward oneiric values. Already, when we
describe a daydream objectively this diminishes and interrupts it. How many dreams told objectively, have become
nothing but oneirism reduced to dust! In the presence of
an image that, dreams, it must be taken as an invitation to
continue the daydream that created it.
The psychologist of the imagination who defines the
positivity of the image by the dynamism of daydream, must
justify the invention of the image. In the present example,
the problem posed: is the seed of an apple its sun? is an
~bsurd one. If we dream enough-and undoubtedly a lot
1s needed-we end by giving this question oneiric value.
?yrano ~e Bergerac did not wait for Surrealism to delight
~n ta~~h~g absurd questions. From the standpoint of the
1magmat1on, he was not "wrong"; the imagination is never
wrong, since it .,does not have to confront an image with
an objective reality. But we must go further: Cyrano did
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not m,::;.n w drceive his readers. He knew quite well that
r eac:ler; wo:.!l.d not m tstake it. He had always hoped to find

reacier., wr,n!':.v of his 1magination. Indeed, there is a sort
of inn~t<:- -::,r;umism. in all works of the imagination. G~rard
<le 1 :e,val 'wrote, in Av:relia (p . 41): "I believe that the
h u man xm agination never invented anything that was not
true, in this world or any other."

When we have experienced an image like the planetary
image of Cyrano's apple, we understand that it was not
prepared by thought. It has nothing in common with images
that illustrate or sustain scientific ideas. On the other hand,
the planetary image of Bohr's atom-in scientific thinking,
if not in a few indigent, harmful evaluations of popular
philosophy-is a pure synthetic construct of mathematical
thoughts. In Bohr's planetary atom, the little central sun

is not hot.
This brief remark. is to underline the essential difference
between an absolute image that is self-accomplishing, and
a post-ideated image that is content to summarize existing
thoughts.
lII

Our second example of valorized literary miniature will be
a botanist's daydream. Botanists delight in the miniature
of being exemplified by a flower, and they even ingenuously use words that correspond to things of ordinary size
to describe the intimacy of flowers. The following description of the flower of the German stachys may be read under
Herbs in the Dictionnaire de botanique chretienne, which
is a large volume of the Nouvelle Encyclopldie thlologique,
published in 1851:
"These flowers, which are grown in cotton cradles, arc
pink and white in color, and small and delicate. I take off
the little chalice by means of the web of long silk thread,
that covers it . . . The lower lip of the flower is straight
and a bit folded under; it is a deep pink on the inside, and
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tion tr., be ro:, mud·. attracted by the out-of-doors. Until
you h:.vt :,c'=n c-n~ of these k.ernels that are lik.e cysts in the
gl;;~.,. a• ::m<·:. 11ansp;,.rent little knudlebonca, but more
often, bdogg::rl or -,e~·t vaguely translucent, and so long in
shape tha t •ht:1· ~J«ke you think. of the pupils of a cat's eyes."
But whar. happ,:ns to the outside world, when it is seen
through thu itt!e glazed lune, this pupil of a cat's eye?
"Does the natl.tr<: o! the world change (p. 106), or is it real
nature that u iumphs over appearances? In any event, the
experimental fact is that the introduction of the nucleus
into the landscape sufficed to make it look limp . .. Walls,
rocks, tree-trunks, metal constructions, lost all rigidity in
the area surrounding the mobile nucleus." Here the poet
makes images surge up on all sides, he presents us with an
atom universe in the process of multiplication. Under his
guidance, the dreamer can renew his own world, merely by
moving his face. From the miniature of the glass cyst, he
can call forth an entire world and oblige it to make "the
most unwonted contortions" (p. 107). The dreamer sends
waves of unreality over what was formerly the real world.
"The outside world in its entirety, is transformed into a
milieu as malleable as could be desired, by the presence of
this single, hard, piercing object, this veritable philosophical ovum which the slightest twitch of my face sets moving
all through space."
Here the poet did not look. far for his dream instrument.
And yet with what art he nucleized the landscape! With
what fantasy he conferred multiple curvature on space!
This is really a fantasy on Riemann's curved space. Because
every universe is enclosed in curves, every universe is concentrated in a nucleus, a spore, a dynamized center. And
this center is powerful, because it is an imagined center.
One step further into the world of images offered us by
Pieyre de Mandiargues, and we sec the center that imagines;
then we can read the landscape in the glass nucleus. We no
longer look at it while looking through it. This nuclcizing
nucleus is a world in itself. The miniature deploys to the
dimensions of a univene. Once more, large is contained in
small.

IV

Of course, in describing a phenomenology of the man with
the magnifyi~g ~lass, I was not thinking of the laboratory
worker. A socnufic worker has a discipline of objectivity
that precludes all daydreams of the imagination. He ha.,
already seen what he observes in the microscope and, paradoxically, one might say that he never sees anything for the
fint time. In any case, in the domain of scientific observation that is absolutely objective, the " first time" doesn't
count. Observation, then, belongs in the domain of "several times." In scientific work, we have first to digest our
surprise psychologically. What scholars observe is well defined in a body of thoughts and experiments. It is not,
then, on the level of problems of scientific experiment that
I shall make my comments when we study the imagination.
When we have forgotten all our habits of scientific objectivity, we look for the images of the first time. If we were to
consult psychological documents in the history of sciencesince the objection may well be raised that, in this history,
there is quite a store of "fint timcs"-wc should find that
the first microscopic observations were legends about small
objects, and when the object was endowed with life, legends
of life. Indeed, one observer, still in the domain of naivete,
saw human forms in '"spermatazoic animalsl"l
Herc I am again, then, obliged to pose the problems of
the Imagination in terms of "first time," which justifies my
having chosen examples in realms of the most exaggerated
fantasy. And by way of a surprising variation on the theme
of the man with the magnifying glass, I shall study a prosepoem by Andre Pieyrc de Mandiargues, entitled The egg
in the landscape.'
Like countless others, our poet is sitting dreaming at the
window. But he discovers in the glass itself a slight deformation, which spreads deformation throughout the universe. " C.Omc nearer the window," Mandiargues tells his
reader, "while you force yourself not to allow your attcn1

1

Cf. Bachelard•• Lo formation de l'nprit 1cientifique.
Edition M/u,mc,rphoses, Galllmard, Paris, p. 105.
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To use a magnifying glass is to pay attention, but isn't
paying attention already having a magnifying glass? Attention by itself is an enlarging glass. Elsewhere,1 Pieyre de
Mandiargucs meditates upon the flower of the euphorbia:
"Like the cross-cut of a Bea under the lens of a microscope,
the euphorbia had grown mysteriously under his overattentive scrutiny: it was now a pentagonal fortress, looming stupendously high above him, in a desert of white rocks,
and the pink spires of the five towers that studded the castle
set in the front line of the flora on the arid country-side,
appeared inaccessible."
A reasonable philosopher-and the species is not uncommon-will object, perhaps, that these documents are exaggerated, and that, with words, they make the large, even
the immense, issue too gratuitously from the small. For him
they are nothing but verbal prestidigitation, which is a
poor thing compared to the feat of the real prestidigitator
who makes an alarm-clock come out of a thimble. I shall
nevertheless defend "literary" prestidigitation. The prestidigitator's action amazes and amuses us, while that of the
poet sets us to dreaming. I cannot live and relive what is
done by the former. But the poet's creation is mine if only
I like to daydream.
This reasonable philosopher would excuse our images
if they could be presented as the effect of a drug, such as
mescaline. Then they would have physiological reality for
him; and he could use them to elucidate his problems of
the union of soul and body. I myself consider literary document.a as realities of the imagination, pure products of the
imagination. And why should the actions of the imagination not be as real as those of perception?
Is there any reason, either, why these "extreme" images,
which we should be unable to form ourselves, but which
readers can receive sincerely from poets, should not be
virtual "drugs"-if we must keep to this notion-that procure the seeds of daydreams for us? This virtual drug, moreover, poaesses very pure efficacy. For with an "exaggerated"
1 M•rbre, p. 6!- Lallont, Paria.
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image we art' siirc to be 1n the direct line of an autonomous
imag1t1<Jti<"n.

V

I felt a certam sr.ruple when, a few pages back, I introduced
that long dcscripti~n by the botanist in the Nouvelle Encyclopedic Thtologiqut!. This fragment abandons the seed
of daydream too quickly. But because of its gossipy nature,
we accept it when we have time for pleasantry. We must
dismiss it, however, when we are trying to find the living
seed of products of the imagination. If one may say this,
it is a miniature made with big pieces and I shall have to
look. for a better contact with the miniaturizing imagination. Unfortunately, being, as I am, a philosopher who plies
his trade at home, I haven't the advantage of actually
seeing the works of the miniaturists of the Middle Ages,
which was the great age of solitary patience. But I can well
imagine this patience, which brings peace to one's fingen.
Indeed, we have only to imagine it for our souls to be
bathed in peace. All small things must evolve slowly, and
certainly a long period of leisure, in a quiet room, was
needed to miniaturize the world. Also one must love space
to describe it as minutely as though there were world
molecules, to enclose an entire spectacle in a molecule of
drawing. In this feat there is an impartant dialectics of the
intuition-which always sees big-and work. which is hostile to Bights of fancy. Intuitionists, in fact, take in every•
thing at one glance, while details reveal themselves and
patiently take their places, one after the other, with the
discursive impishness of the clever miniaturist. It is as
though the miniaturist challenged the intuitionist philosopher's lazy contemplation, as though he said to him: "You
would not have seen that! Take the time needed to see all
these little things that cannot be seen all together." In
looking at a miniature, unflagging attention is required to
integrate all the detail.
Naturally, miniature is easier to tell than to do, and it

·'
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is not hard to find literary descriptions that put the world
~n t~e dimin.utive. Dut because these descriptions tell things
m tmy detail, they are automatically verbose. This is true
of the following passage by Victor Hugo (I have cut it
some~hat), in whose name I shall request the reader's
attention for examination of a type of daydream that may
seem insignificant.
. A~thou_g~ Hugo is generally thought to have had a magmfymg vmon of things, he also knew how to describe them
in miniature, as in this passage from Le Rhinl: " In Freiberg I for~t for a long time the vast landscape spread out
bef?re me, m my preoccupation with the plot of grass on
which I was seated, atop a wild little knoll on the hill.
Here, too, was an entire world. Beetles were advancing
slowly under _de~p fibres of vegetation; parasol-shaped hemthe pines of Italy · • •• a poor, wet
block flowers 1m1tated
.
~mb~e-bee, m black and yellow velvet, was laboriously
chmbmg up a thorny branch, while thick clouds of gnats
k~pt the daylight from him; a blue-bell trembled in the
wmd, ~nd an entire nation of aphids had taken to shelter
under its enormous tent .. . I watched an earthworm th t
·
a
resembled
. an anted i.l uvian
python, come out of -the mud
and writhe heavenward, breathing in the air Wh k
• h'
.
.
·
o nows,
perhaps i·t' too, In
t is microscopic universe has ·•- H
cul t k·11 ·
•
,
1...,
er•es o .I It and Its Cuvier' to describe ,·t• I n sh ort, th.1s
universe 15 as large as the other one " Th
tinues to the
,
.
·
e account con.
M· ,
poets evtdent amusement. Having mentioned
i:o~egas, he goes on to pursue a facile theory. But the
un urned reader-I personally hope for
h
::.ubtdly enters into this miniaturizing day:;ea:. ;:~~:~s ~uurely reader has often indulged in da dr
'
, this k.ind himself, but he would
h
y cams of
·,· them down. Now the poet h
_never ave _dared to write
as given them literary d" •
.
1t JS
my ambition to give them philoso h " I d" . 1gn1ty.
in fact, the poet is right h h .
p ica ign1ty. For
world "H
• e as Just discovered an entire
.
ere, too, was an entire world " Wh
h
v·
·
Y s ould a
1
1

B ictor Hugo, Le Rhin, Hetzel edition Vol III
B
aron Ccor• h tecnth•ccntury
•
· I• P·• 9 ·
o- Cu vi er, e1g
adcncc of paleontology.
zoo ogiit and founder of the
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·Tietapl>y,id an not confront this world? It would pennit
b 1rr. re, ·, enr.w, a t little cost, his experiences of " an opening
-.>ti'C' ·he ;,;orld," o f "entrance into the world." Too often
:)•.-, ,,.. 0 r Ir: ~1es1gnatcd by philosophy is merely a non-I, its
, , 3 srn~-~ J!l .iccumulation of negativities. But the philos.
0r,he:- nrr,ceeds t oo quickly to what is positive, and approiace.,· for h1msel£ the World, a World that is unique of
kind S 1r-h formulas as: being-in-the-world and worldbeing are too majestic for me and I do not succeed in
experiencing them. In fact, I feel more at home in miniature worlds, which, for me, are dominated worlds. And
when I live them I feel waves that generate world-consciousness emanating from my dreaming self. For me, the vastn~
of the world has become merely the jamming of these waves.
To have experienced miniature sincerely detaches me from
the surrounding world, and helps me to resist dissolution
of the surrounding atmosphere.
Miniature is an exercise that has metaphysical freshness;
it allows us to be world conscious at slight risk.. And how
restful this exercise on a dominated world can be! For
miniature rests us without ever putting us to sleep. Here
the imagination is both vigilant and content.
But in order to devote myself to this miniaturized metaphysics with a clear conscience, I should need the increased
support of additional texts. Otherwise, by confessing my
love of miniature, I should be afraid of confirming the
diagnosis suggested, some twenty-five years ago, by my old
friend Mme. Favez-Boutonier, who told me that my Lilliputian hallucinations were characteristic of alcoholism.
There exist numerous texts in which a meadow is a forest, and a tuft of grass a thicket. In one of Thomas Hardy's
novels, a handful of moss is a pine wood; and in Niels
Lyne,1 J. P. Jacobsen's novel of subtle passions, the author,
describing the Forest of Happiness, with its autumn leaves
and the shadbush "weighted down with red berries," completes his picture with "vigorous, thick. moss that looked
like pine trees, or like palms." Also, ".there was in addition,
a thin moss that covered the tree-trunks and reminded one
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Niels L)me was a work that Rilke read and reread.
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of the wheat-fields of elves" (p. 255 of the French translation). For a writer whose task it is to follow a highly intense human drama-as was the case with Jacobsen-to
interrupt his passionate story, in order to "write this miniature," presents a paradox that would need elucidating if
we wanted to take an exact measure of literary interests. By
following the text closely, it is as though something human
gained in delicacy in this effort to see this delicate forest
set in the forest of big trees. From one forest to the other,
from the forest in diastole to the forest in systole, there is
the breathing of a cosmicity. And paradoxically, it seems
that by living in the world of miniature, one relaxes in a
small space.
This is one of the many daydreams that take us out of this
world into another, and the novelist needed it to transport
us into the region beyond the world that is the world of
new love. People who are hurried by the affairs of men will
not enter there. Indeed the reader of a book that follows
the undulations of a great love may be surprised at this
interruption through cosmicity. But he only gives the book
a linear reading that follows the thread of the human
events. For this reader, events do not need a picture. And
linear reading deprives us of countless daydreams.
Dayd~eams of ~s sort . are invitations to verticality,
pauses m the narrative durmg which the reader is invited
to dream. They are very pure, since they have no use. They
must also be distinguished from the fairy-tale convention
in which a dwarf hides behind a head of lettuce to lay traps
for the hero, as in Le nain jaune (The Yellow Dwarf) by
Countess d'Aulnoy.1 Cosmic poetry is independent of the
plots that characterize stories for children. In the examples
given, it demand, participation in a really intimate vegctism
that has none of the torpor to which Bergsonian philosophy
condemned it. · Indeed, through its attachment to minia~urized forces, the vegetal world is great in smallness, sharp
m gentleness, vividly alive in its greenness.
1

Seventeenth-untury French author of many fairy tales that have
become cl.usla.
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At timq::s, a poet seize3 upon some tiny dramatic incident,
a, for in!it...nce, .Jacques Audiberti who, in his amazing
A.brr,xa..s. m :.1 )'.C$ ta i1ense the dramatic moment at which
''the d:mhing nettle raises the gray scale" in its struggle
wit h a ~rr,n.e wa ll. What a vegetal Atlas! In Abraxas Audib~rti w~;ive& a closely-knit fabric of dream and reality. He
know1 the daydreams that put intuition at the punctum
max.1mum . One would like to help the nettle root make
one more blister on the old wall.
Bu t we haven't time, in this world of ours, to love things
and see them at close range, in the plentitude of their smallness. Only once in my life I saw a young lichen come into
being and spread out on a wall. What youth and vigor to
honor the surface I
Of course, we should lose all sense of real values if we
interpreted miniatures from the standpoint of the simple
relativism of large and small. A bit of moss may well be a
pine, but a pine will never be a bit of moss. The imagination does not function with the same conviction in both
directions.
Poets learn to know the primal germ of flowers in the
gardens of tininess. And I should like to be able to say with
Andr~ Breton:
}'aides mains pour te cueillfr,
thym minuscule de mes rives,
romarin de mon extrAme p4leur.1

(I have hands to pluck. you,
wee thyme of my dreams,

rosemary of my excessive palor.)

VI

A fairy tale is a reasoning image. It tends to associate extraordinary images as though they could be coherent images,
imparting the conviction of a primal image to an entire
1

Andrl Breton, Le revolver aux cheveux blana, p.
J'arla.

111.
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ensemble of derivative images. But the tie is so facile, and
the reasoning so fluid that soon we no longer know where
the germ of the tale lies.
In the case of a story told in miniature such as Petit
Poucet (Tom Thumb), we seem to have no difficulty in
finding the principle of the primal image: mere tininess
paves the way for everything that happens. But when we
examine it more closely, the phenomenological situation of
this narrated miniature is precarious. And the fact is that
it is subject to the dialectia of wonder and jest. A single
overdrawn feature suffices sometimes to interrupt participation in wonderment. In a drawing, we might continue to
admire it, but the commentary exceeds the limits: in one
venion, quoted by Gaston Paris,1 Poucet is so small "that
he splits a grain of dust with his head, and passes through
it with his entire body." In another, he is killed by a kick
from an ant. But in this last, there is no oneiric value. Our
animalized oneirism, which is so powerful as regards large
animals, has not recorded the doings and gestures of tiny
animals. In fact, in the domain of tininess, animalized
oneirism is less developed than vegctal oneirism.2
Gaston Paris notes that this direction, in which Poucet
is killed by a kick from an ant, leads inevitably to the epigram, and a sort of insult through the image that expresses
contempt for lowly creatures. Here we are faced with
counter participation. "These witty games may be found
among the Romans," he writes, "who, at the period of the
decadence, addressed a dwarf with the following epigram:
'A flea's skin would be too big for you'." "Today still," adds
Gaston Paris, "the same jokes are to be found in the song
about Le Petit Mari"• (The Little Husband). Gaston Paris
describes this aong, moreover, as a "children's song," which
will ·-no doubt astonish our psychoanalysts. Fortunately, in
Gaton PariJ, Le Petit Poucd et la Grande Oune, p. 11. Paria, 1875.
It should be noted, however, that certain ncurotla insist that they
can ace the miaobea that arc oonaumlng their organs.
• Mon t>'re m'a donn, un marl, man Dieu, quel t,etit homme! Popular
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the. la~{. ~evf!nty-fivc years, we have acquired new means of
p yd ;c.-logic; l explanation.
In ~m· :-ase Gaston Paris clearly designated the weak
ooint r,i rhe lef-r.nd (loc. cit. p. 2!1): the passages that jeer
~t d r.in ~ deform the original story, the pure miniature.
In the original tale, which the phenomenologist must always
reimt.a.tc, ··smallness is not ridiculous, but wonderful. In
fact, the roost imeresting features of the story are the
extraordinary things that Poucet accomplishes, thanks to
his smallness; he is witty and clever on all occasions, and
always extricates himself triumphantly from the awkward
situations in which he happens to be."
But then, in order to participate in the story really,
this subtlety of wit should be accompanied by material
subtlety. The tale invites us to "slip" between the difficulties. In other words, in addition to the design, we must seize
the dynamism of the miniature, this being a supplementary
phenomenological instance. And what a thrill we get from
the story if we trace the source of this smallness, the nascent
movement of this tiny creature, exerting influence upon
the large one. As an example, the dynamism of miniature
is often evidenced by the stories in which, seated in the
horse's ear, Poucet is master of the forces that pull the
plough. "This, in my opinion," writes Paris (p. llS), "is
the original basis of his story; for this is a feature that is
found among the legends of all peoples, whereas the other
stories that are attributed to him, and which are creations
of the imagination, once it has been stirred by this amusing
little creature, usually differ among different peoples."
Naturally, when he is in the horse's ear, Poucet orders
it to turn right or left. He is the center of decision, that
the daydreams of our will advise us to set up in any small
space. I said earlier that ~ininess is the habitat o( greatness. But if we sympathize dynamically with this lively
little Poucet, tininess soon appears to be the habitat of
primitive strength, A Cartesian philosopher-if a Cartesian
could indulge in pleasantry-would say that, in this story,
Petit Poucet is the pineal gland of the plough. In any
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case, the infinitesimal is master of energies, small commands large. When Poucet has spoken, hone, ploughshare and man have only to follow. The better these three
subordinates obey, the greater the certainty that the furrow
.
will be straighL
Petit Poucet is at home in the apace of an ear, at the
entrance of the natural sound cavity. He is an ear within
an ear. Thus the tale figured by visual representations is
d~p~icated by what, in the next paragraph, I shall call a
mm1ature of sound. AJ a matter of fact, as we fo1low the
tale, we ar_e invited to go beyond the auditory threshold,
to hear with our imagination. Poucet climbed into the
hone's ear in order to speak softly, that is to say, to command loudly, with a voice that none could hear except
he who should "listen." Here the word "listen" takes on
the ~ouble m~ing of to hear and to obey. It is moreover m the minimum of sound, in a sound miniature like
the one that illustrates this legend, that the play of this dou- ·
hie meaning is most delicate.
This Poucet who guides the farmer's team with his intelligence and will, seems rather remote from the Poucct of
my youth. And yet it is in line with the fables that will
lea~ w to primitive legend, in the footsteps of Gaston
Pans, wh~ was the great dispenser of primitivity.
For Paru, the key to the legend of Petit Poucct-as in
so many legendsl-is in the sky; in other words, it is Poucet
who drives the constellation of the Grand Chariot.t And as
a ~atter of. fact, in many lands, according to this author,
a httle star JWt above the chariot is designated by the name
of PouceL
We need not follow all the convergent proofs that the
reader can find in this work by Gaston Paris. However, I
should like to insist upon a Swiss legend which will give us
our full of an ear that knows how to dream. In this legend,
aho recounted by Paris (p. 11), the chariot turns over at
~dnight with a frightful noise. Such a legend teaches us to
l11ten to the nighL The time of night? The time of the starry
1

Alu, In English, the "Grand Oiariot" I, the "Great Bear" ao thl,
"key" will not fit the legend of our Tom Thumb. (Trarulat~r•, note) .
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sky? I on.-~ rt:ad so mewhere that a hermit who was watch-

ing hi.a hour-gla!-s without praying, heard noises that split
hi, ea,drn~1.~. He suddenly heard the catastrophe of time,
i;, ;he hcm·-class. The tick tock of our watches is so met:h?nfr.3 !ly je; ky that we no longer have ears subtle enough
im,ir !1-,e passage of time.
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The tale of Petit Poucet, transposed into · the sky, shows
that images move easily from small to large and from
large to small. The Gulliver type of daydream is natural,
and a great dreamer sees his images doubly, on earth
and in the sky. But in this poetic life of images there is
more than a mere game of dimensions. Daydream is not
geometrical. The dreamer commits himself absolutely. In
an Appendix to C. A. Hackett's thesis on Le Lyrisme de
Rimbaud, under the title, Rimbaud et Gulliver, there is an
excellent passage in which Rimbaud is represented as small
beside his mother, and great in the dominated world.
Whereas in the presence of his mother he is nothing but
"a little man in Brobdingnag's country," at school, little
"Arthur imagines that he is Gulliver among the Lilliputians." And C. A. Hackett quotes Victor Hugo who, in
Les contemplations (Souvenirs patemels), shows children
who laugh
De voir d'affreux gdants tres bites
Yaincw par des nains d'esprit.

(When they sec frightful, very stupid giants
Overpowered by witty dwarfs.)
Here Hackett has given an indication of all the elements
of a psychoanalysis of Rimbaud. But although psychoanalysis, as I have often observed. can furnish us valu~ble
information with regard to the deeper nature of a wnter,
occasionally it can divert us from the study of the direct
virtue of an image. There arc images that are so immc~sc,
their power of communication lures us so far from hfe,

'
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from our own life, that psychoanalytical commentary can
only develop on the margin of values. There is immense
daydreaming in these two lines by Rimbaud:
Petit Poucet rlveur, j'lgrenais clans ma course
Des rimes. Mon auberge ltait t1 la Grande Ourse.

(Dreamy Petit Poucct, on my way, as though in prayer,
I aaid rhymes, my inn was under the sign of the Great Bear.)
It is of course possible to admit that, for Rimbaud, the
Great Bear was an "image of Mme. Rimbaud" (Hackett,
p. 6g) • But additional psychological insight does not give
us the dynamism of this outbunt of image that led the
poet to recapture the tegend of the Walloon Poucet. In fact
I shall have to leave aside my psychoanalytical knowledge if
I want to be touched by ilie phenomenological grace of
the dreamer's image, of the image of this fifteen-year-old
prophet. If the Great Bear Inn is merely the harsh home
?fan ill-hanrl!ed adolescent, it awakens no positive memory
m me, no acave daydream. Here I can only dream in Rimbaud's sky. The particular origin that psychoanalysis finds
in the writer's life, even though it may be psychologically
correct. has little chance of recapturing an influence over
:any one. And yet I ~i~e the message of this extraordinary
~ • and for a bnef instant, by detaching me from my
life, 1t transforms me into an imagining being. It is in such
moments of reading as this that, little by little, I have
come to doubt not only the psychoanalytical origin of the
image, but all psychological causality of the poetic image
as well. Poetry, in its paradoxes, may be counter-causal
which is _yet ano~er ~ay of being of the world, of bein~
en~ged. m the dialectics of the passions. But when poetry
attams Its autonomy, we tart say that it is a-causal. In
order to receive directly the virtue of an isolated imageand an image in isolation has all its virtue-phenomenology
now seems t~ me to be more favorable than psychoanalysis,
for the precrse reason that phenomenology requires us to
assume this image ourselves, uncritically and with enthwi-
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Consequently. in its direct revery aspect, "The Great Bear
Inn" is not a maternal prison any more than it is a village
sign. Jt 1s a ''house in the sky-" If w_e _dream intensely at_tl~e
sight of a square, we sense its stab1hty, we know that 1t IS
a very safe r efuge. Between the four stars of the Great
Bear a great dreamer can go and live. Perhaps he is Oeeing
the earth, and a ps choanalyst can enumerate the reasons
for h 1.1 flight. But the dreamer is sure to find a resting place
proport:.1onate to his dreams. And this house in the s~y
keep~ t~rning round and round! The other stars, lost _m
the heavenly tides, tum ineptly. But the Grand Chanot
does not lose its way. To watch it turning so smoothly
is already to be master of the voyage. And, while dreaming,
the poet undoubtedly experiences a coalescence of legends,
all of which are given new life through the image. They
are not an ancient wisdom. The poet does not repeat
old-wives' tales. He has no past, but lives in a world that is
new. As regards the past and the affain of this world, ?e
has realized absolute sublimation. The phenomenolog:tst
must follow the poet. The psychoanalyst is only interested
in the negativity of sublimation.
VIII

On the theme of Petit Poucet, in folklore as well as among
poets, we have just seen transpositions of size that give a
double life to poetic space. Two lines suffice sometimes for
this transposition, as; for instance these lines by Not!l
Bureau: 1
JI se coucltait derriire le brin d'herbe
Pour agrandir le ciel.

(He lay down behind the blade of grass
To enlarge the sky.)

But sometimes the transactions between small and large
multiply, have repercussions. Then, when a familiar image
grows to the dimensions of the sky, one is suddenly struck
1

N~l Bureau, Les mains tendues, p. 15.

·al'fo\
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by the impression that, correlatively, familiar objects become the miniatures of a world. Macrocosm and microcosm are correlated.
This correlation, which can become operative in both
directions, has served as basis for certain poems by Jules
Supervielle, especially those collected under the revealing
title, Gravitations. Here every poetic center of interest,
whether in the sky or on the earth, is a center of active
gravity. For the poet, this center of gravity is soon, if one
can say this, both in heaven and on earth. For instance,
with what freedom of movement in the images, the family
table becomes an aerial table, with the sun for its lamp.1
L'homme, la femme, les enfants
A la table adrienne
Appu-yde sur un miracle
Qui cherche a se cUfinir.
(The man; the woman, the children
At the aerial table
Resting on a miracle
That seeks its definition.)

Then, after this :•explosion of unreality," the poet comes
down to earth agam:
Je me retrouve a ma table habituelle
Sur la terre cultivde
Celle qui donne It: mais et les troupeau"

·d;

Je retrouvais les visages~~~~~~
~oi
Avec les pleins et les creu~ de la v~ri.td.
(I am back again at my usual table
On the cultivated earth
The one that yields corn and Bocks

. . ... . .. . . .. . . .. .. . ..

···

1 recognized the faces a~~;~~
With their lighu and lhadcs of truth.)
1

Jules Superviellc, Gravitations, pp. 185. 185.

m in iat ure

The image that serves as pivot for this ~nsfo~i~g
daydre am. which is by turns earthly and aerial. familiar
an d co~m ic. is the image o f the lamp-sun or the sun-lamp.
One co'..tld r.nn i~numerable literary document! on the
rnbiect. of t.~;s -.,cry a.ncien t image. But Jules Supcrviellc
::or/tribu te , a n lmportant variation by making it active
bmh d n-,~ctiom. Thus he restores its entire suppleness
111
to r.he imagination, a sup pleness so miraculous that the
image can be said to represent the sum of the direction
th a t enlarges an d the direction that concentrates. The poet
keeps the image from becoming motionless.
If we are alive to Supervielle's cosmic allusions. under
this title Gravitations, which is filled with scientific signifi•
cance for the modem mind, may be found ideas that have a
distinguished past. When the history of science is not overmodemized, and Copernicus. for instance, is taken as he
was, with all his dreams and ideas, it becomes evident
that the stars gravitate about light, and that the sun is.
primarily, the great Light of the World. Later, mathematicians decided that it was a magnetic mass. Upper light.
being the principle of centrality. is a very important value
in the hierarchy of images. For the imagination, therefore,
the world gravitates about a value.
The evening lamp on the family table is also the center
of a world. In fact, the lamp-lighted table is a little world
in itself, and a dreamer-philosopher may well fear lest our
indirect lighting cause us to lose the center of the evening
room. If this happens, will memory retain the faces ol
other days.
With their lights and shades of truth7

. ~hen we have followed Supervicllc's entire poem, both
m .its astral ascensions and iu return to the world of human
bcmgs, .we perceive that the familiar world assumes the
new relief of a dazzling cosmic miniature. We did not know
that the familiar world was so large. The poet has shown
us 1?at large is not incompatible with small. And we arc
reminded of Baudelaire's comments on certain Goya litho-

s
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graphs, which he called "vast pictures in miniature."1 He
also said of Marc Baud,2 an enamclist, "he knows how to
create large in small."
In reality, as WC shall sec later, especially when we
examine images of immcnsencs.1, tiny and immense are
compatible. A poet is always ready to sec large and small.
For instance, thanks to the image, a man like Paul Claude],
in his cosmogony wu quick. to usimilatc the vocabulary
-if not the thinking-of contemporary science. The following line, arc from his Cinq grandes odes (p.180): "Just
as we sec little spiden or certain insect larvae hidden lik.e
precious stones in their cotton and satin pouches,
"In the same way, I was shown an entire nestful of still
embarrassed. suns in the cold folds of the nebula."
If a poet looks through a microscope or a telescope, he
always secs the same thing.
IX

Distance, too, creates miniatures at all points on the horizon,
and the dreamer, faced with these spectacles of distant
· nature, picks out these miniatures as so many nests of
solitude in which he dreams of living.
In this connection, Joe Bousquet• writes: "I plunge
into the tiny dimensions that distance confcn, for I am
anxious to measure the immobility in which I am confined with this reduction." A permanent invalid, this great
dreamer bestrode the intervening space in order to "plunge"
into tininess. The isolated villages on the horizon become
homelands for the eyes. Distance disperses nothing but,
on the contrary, composes a miniature of a country in which
we should like to live. In distant miniatures, disparate
things. become reconciled. They then offer themselves for
our "possession," while denying the distance that created
them. We possess from afar, and how peacefully!
These miniature pictures on the horizon may be compared with the sights that characterize belfry daydreams,
Baudelaire, Curiositds esthttiques, p. 419.
1 Baudelaire, loc. cit. p. 516,
a J~ Botuquet, Le meneur de lune, p. 161.
1
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and which art so numerous that they are considered commonplace Writers note them in passing but vary them
hardiy :. t all. And yet what a lesson in solitude! From
the solitude of a belfry-tower, a man watches other men
"running ;ii:>ovt" on the distant square bleached white by
the summt-,· mn. The men look "the size of flies," and
move abov t 1r.rationally "like ants." These comparisons,
which ;ire so hackneyed that one no longer dares to use
thr.m, appear as though inadvertently in numerous pas5ages that recount a belfry daydream. It remains true,
nevertheless, that a phenomenologist of images must take
note of the extreme simplicity of these reflections which
so successfully separate the daydreamer from the restless
world, and give him an impression of dominatio~ at little
cost. But once its commonplace nature has been pointed out,
we realize that this is specifically the dream of high solitude. Enclosed solitude would think other thoughts. It
would deny the world otherwise, and would not have
a concrete image with which to dominate it. From the top
of his tower, a philosopher of domination sees the universe
in miniature. Everything is small because he is so high..
And since he is high, he is great, the height of his station
.
is proof of his own greatness.
Many a theorem of topo-analysis would have to be_ eluodated to determine the action of space upon us. For unages
cannot be measured. And even when they speak. of space,
they change in size. The slightest value extends, heigh~••
or multiplies them. Either the dreamer becomes the ~ g
of his image, absorbing all its space or he confines ~ self in a miniature venion of his images. What metaphys1•
cians call our being-in-the-world (~tre-la) sho_uld be determined as regards each image, lest, occasionally, we
find nothing but a miniature of being. I shall return to
these aspects of this problem in a later chapter.
X

Since I have centered all my considerations on. the problems of experienced space, miniature, for me, is solely a

,
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visual image. But the causality of smallness stin all our
senses, and an interesting study could be undertaken of
the "miniatures" that appeal to each sense. For the sense
?f taste or smell, the problem might be even more interestmg tha~ fo~ the sense of vision, since sight curtails the
~mas 1t witnesses. But a whiff of perfume, or even the
slightest odor can create an entire environment in the
world of the imagination.
Naturally, the problems of causality of smallness have
~ n analyzed by sensory psychology. In a perfectly posiuve way, the psychologist carefully determines the different
thresholds at which the various sense organs go into action.
These thresholds may differ with different persons, but
there is no contesting their reality. In fact, the idea of
threshold is one of the most clearly objective ideas in modem psychology.
In this paragraph I should like to see if the imagination
does not attract us to an area beyond these thresholds; if a
poet who is hyper-alert to the inner word, by making form
and color speak, doesn't hear in a region beyond perception. There exist too many paradoxical metaphon in this
connection, for us not to examine them systematically, since
they must conceal a certain reality, a certain truth of the
imagination. I shall give some examples of what, for the
sake of brevity, I .s hall call sound miniatures.
First of all, we must dismiss the usual references to
problems of hallucination. For they refer to objective
phenomena detectable in actual behavior that can be
recorded thanks to photographs of faces in anguish at
hearing imaginary voices. They would therefore not allow
us to really enter into the domains of pure imagination.
Nor do I believe that we can apprehend the autonomous
activity of the creative imagination through a mixture of
true sensations and hallucinations that may be either true
or false. The problem for me, I repeat, is not to examine
men, but images. And the only images that can be examined
phenomenologically are transmissible ones; they are those
we receive in a successful transmission. And even if the
creator of an image were the victim of an hallucination, the
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image can very well fulfill our desire to imagine as readen,
who are not hallucinated.
It must be recognized that a veritable ontological change
took place when what p~ychiatrists designate as auditory
hallucm:i t,ons were given literary dignity by a great writer
like Edgar Allan Poe. In such a case, psychological or psycho.ana lvtic~l explanations concerning the author of the
work of art can lead to a situation where problems of the
crea ttve imagination would be posed wrongly, or not at all.
In general, too, facts do not explain values. And in works
of the poetic imagination , values bear the mark. of such
novelty that everything related to the past, is lifeless beside
them. All memory has to be reimagined. For we have in
our memories micro-films that can only be read if they arc
lighted by the bright light of the imagination.
Naturally, it can still be affirmed that Poe wrote "The
Fall of the House of Usher" because he suffered from
auditory hallucinations. But "suffer" runs counter to
"create," and we may be sure that it was not while he was
"suffering" that he wrote this tale, in which the images arc
brilliantly associated and the shades and silences have very
delicately corresponding features. "Terrestrial objects wer~
glowing" in the darlt.ness, words were ".~u~urs." A sensitive car knows that this is a poet wriung m prose, and
that, at a certain point, poetry dominates meaning. In
short, in the auditory category, we have here an imm~nse
sound miniature, the miniature of an entire cosmos that

speaks softly.

.
Faced with such a miniature of world sounds as this, a
phenomenologist must systematically point out _all . that
goes beyond perception, organically as well as ob1ec~vely.
This is not a matter of can burning or of wall lizards
growing bigger. There's a dead_ woma~ in a vault, who
doesn't want to die. On a shelf m the library arc very old
books that tell of another past than the one the drcame~ has
known. Dreams, thoughts and memories weave. a single
fabric. The soul dreams and thinks, then it imagines. ~ he
poet has brought us to an extreme situation beyond which
we are afraid to venture, a situation tha t hes between

---....................;._
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did not take his poem lightly, and a certain tenderness
presided over these images.
R ene-Guy Cadou, who lived in the Village of Happy
H 0me5, w 2 ~ moved to write:1

mental disorder and reason, between the living and a woman
who is dead. The slightest sound prepares a catastrophe,
while mad winds prepare general chaos. Murmur and
clangor go hand in hand. We are taught the ontology of presentiment. In this tense state of fore-hearing, we are asked
to become aware of the slightest indications, and in this
cosmos of extremes, things are indications before they
are phenomena; the weaker the indication, the greater the
significance, since it indicates an origin. Taken as origins,
it seems as though all these indications occur and reoccur
without the tale coming to an end. Here genius teaches
us some quite simple things. The tale ends by taking root
in our consciousness and, for this reason, becomes the
possession of the phenomenologist.
Meanwhile, consciousness increases; not, however, in relations between human beings, upon which psychoanalysis
generally bases its observations. For it is not possible to
concentrate on human problems in the face of a cosmos
in danger. Everything lives in a sort of pre-quake, in a
house about to collapse beneath the weight of walls which,
when they too collapse, will have achieved definitive burial
for a dead woman.
But this cosmos is not real. As Poe himself said, it is a
sulphurous ideality, created by the dreamer with each new
wave of his images. Man and the World, man and his
world, are at their closest, it being in the power of the poet
to designate them to us in their moments of greatest proximity. Man and the world are in a community of dangers.
They are dangerous for each other. All this can be heard
and pre-heard in the sub-rumbling murmur of the poem.
But my demonstration of the reality of poetic sound
miniatures will be simpler, no doubt, if I take miniatures
that are less composed. I shall therefore choose examples
that may be contained in a few lines.
Poets often introduce us into a world of impossible
sounds, so impossible, in fact, that their authors may be
charged with creating fantasy that has no interest. One
smiles and goes one's way. And yet, most often, the poet

Q ,i entt11d

gawuil/er les fleurs du paravent

(Ynu rln \J-ear the prattle of the flowers on the screen.)

Because all Bowers speak and sing, even those we draw,
and tt is impossible to remain unsociable when we draw
a flower or a bird.
Another poet writes:
Son secret c'etait

......... ' ..... . . .
D' ecouter la fieur
Use r sa couleur.2

(Her secret was
Listening to flowers
Wear out their color.)
Like so many poets, Claude Vigee hears the grass grow:•
]'ecoute
Un jeune noisetier
Verdir.

(I hear
A young nut-tree

grow green.)
Such images as these must b_~ taken, at the least, _in th~ir
existence as a reality of expression. For they owe their c_n~re
being to poetic expression, and this being would be dimmished if we tried to refer them to a reality, even to a psychoRen~•Guy Cadou, HdUne ou le rdgne vegetal, p. 15, Sqhen, Paris.
Noi!l Bureau, Lei mains tendues, p. 19.
• Claude Vi~e, loc. cit. p. 68.
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logical reality. Indeed, they dominate psychology and correspond to no _psyc~ological impulse, save the simple need
for self-expression, m one of those leisurely moments when
we listen to everything in nature that is unable to speak.
It would be quite superfluous for such images to be true.
They exist. They possess the absoluteness of the image,
a~~ they have passed beyond the limit that separates conditioned from absolute sublimation.
But even when they start from psychology, the turning
away ~rom psychological impressions to poetic expression is
sometimes so subtle that one is tempted to attribute a basis
of psy~ol~cal reality to what is pure expression. The
Tourai~e writer, J. _Moreau: could "not resist the pleasure
of quo~ng Th~oph1le Gautier, when he gives poetic form
to the 1mpress1ons he had while smoking hashish."t "My
hearin~," Gautier wrote, "became enormously keen; I heard
the no1Ses of colors; green, red, blue, yellow sounds came
to me ih perfectly distinct waves." But Moreau was not
~-~ken _in, and he n~tes that he quoted the poet's words
in spite of the poetic exaggeration that marks them and
which it is useless to point ouL" But then, for whom i~ this
document inte~d~d? For th~ psychologist, or for the philosopher, who is interested in the poetic human being? In
other words, is it the hashish or the poet that exaggerates?
~one, the hashish would not have succeeded in exaggerating ~o "".ell. An_d we quiet readers, whose knowledge of
hashish impressions has .been acquired through literary
proxy, would not hear colors shudder if a poet had not
known how to make us 'listen, not to say, super-listen.
Then how shall we see without hearing? There exist
complicated forms which, even when they are at rest,
make a, noise. Twi~ted things continue to make creaking
contortions. And Rimbaud knew this when
Il ecoutait grouiller les galeux espaliers
(Les poites de sept ans)

( He listened to mangy trellites aawling)
1

J.

Moreau, Du huchiach et de l'alilnatlon mentale, Etude1
chologique,, 1845, p . 71.

p.,.

T he form nf the mandrake maintains its legend. Indeed,
this root in h:..1ro;:in form must cry out when it is pulled
up b,,m the ground. And for ears that dream, what a noise
0£ 11•, lfab ict there is in it.1 namel 1 Words are clamor-6lled
sh"H~. Thu~·i: many a story in the miniature of a single
word!
T here a.r!- also great waves of silence that vibrate in
poem~. as m the little selection of poems by Pericle Patocchi, prefaced by Marcel Raymond. Here we have the
~ilence of the distant world concentrated in one line:
Au loin j'entendais prier les sources de la terre
(Vingt Poemes)

(Far off I heard the springs of earth praying.)
Some poems move toward silence the way we descend in
memory. As, £or instance, in this great poem by Milosz:
Tondis que le grand vent glapit des noms de mortes
Ou bruit de vieille pluie oigre sur quelque route
Ecoule-plus rien-seul le grand silence-ecoute.
(o. W. DEL MlLOSZ)2

(While the high wind yelps the names of women long dead
Or the sound of bitter old rain on a road
Listen-now there's nothing-but complete silence-liJten.)
Here there is nothing that would require the kind of
poetic imitation to be found in Victor Hugo's great play,
Les Djinns. It is the silence, rather, that obliges the poet
to listen, and gives the dream greater intimacy. We
hardly know where to $ituatc· this silence, whether in the
vast world or in the immense past. But we do know that
it comes from beyond a wind that dies down or a rain that
grows gentle. In another poem, (loc. cit., p. 372) we find
this unforgettable line by Milosz:
1
1

In French, mandraiore.
Publi1hed in Les Lettres, No. 8, ind year.
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L'odeur du silence est si vieille

ing bit of daring, however, will serve as a simpler indication of this dual transcendency: 1

(The odor of silence is so old .. . )

As life grows older, we are besieged by many a silence!

.le m'enten.-:lai.t fermer les yeux, les rouvrir.
(I heard my~~u d o~e my eyes, then open them.)

XI

How hard i~ is to situate the values of being and non-being!
~d where 1s the root of silence? Is it a distinction of nonbemg, or a ~omination of being? It is "deep." But where is
the root of its depth? In the universe where sources about
to be born are praying, or in the heart of a man who has
suffered? And at what height of being should listening
ears become aware?
B~ing myself a philosopher of adjectives, I am caught
up m the perplexing dialectics of deep and large· of the
infinitely diminished that deepens, or the large tha/extends
~yond all limits. In Claudel's L'annonce faite a Marie, the
dialogue between Violaine and Mara reaches down to un.
~lumbed depths, establishing in a few words the ontological
lmk between invisible and inaudible.
VIOLAINE (who is blind)-! hear ...
MARA-What do you hear?

All sohtary dreamers know that they hear differently
when they dose their eyes. And when we want to think
hard, to listen to the inner voice, or compose the tightly
constructed key sentence that will express the very core of
our thinking, is there one of us who hasn't his thumb and
forefinger pressed firmly against his lids? The ear knows
then that the eyes are closed, it knows that it is responsible
for the being who is thinking and writing. Relaxation will
come when the eyes are reopened.
But who will tell us the daydreams of dosed, hall-closed,
or even wide-open eyes? How much of the world must one
retain in order to be accessible to transcendency? On page
247 of the above-mentioned book written over a century
ago, by J. J. Moreau, we read: "With certain patients,
merely to lower their eye-lids, while still awake, suffices
to produce visual hallucinations." Moreau quotes Baillarger,
adding: "Lowering the eyelids does not produce visual
hallucinations only, but auditory hallucinations as well."
By associating the observations of these doctors of the
old school, with a gentle poet like Loys Masson, I provide
myself with countless daydreams. What a fine ear this poet
hasl And what mastery in directing the play of the dream
devices known to us as seeing and hearing, ultra-seeing
and ultra-hearing, hearing oneself seeing.
Another poet teaches us, if one may say this, to hear ourselves listen:

VIOLAINE-Things existing with me.

Here the touch goes so deep that one would have to
medita~e at leng~h upon a world that exists in depth by virtue of its sononty, a world the entire existence of which
w~uld be the existence of voices. This frail, ephemeral
thing, a voice, can bear witness to the most forceful realities. In Claudel's dialogues-abundant proof of this would
be easy to find-the voice assumes the certainties of a reality·
that u~ites man and the world. But before speaking, one
must listen. Claude! was a great listener.

Ecoute bien pourtant. Non pas
mes paroles, mais le tumulte qui
s'dltve en ton corps lorsque tu t'dcoutes.2

XU

We have just seen united in grandeur of being, the transcendency of what is seen and what is heard. The follow-
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Loya Ma.saon, [care ou le va,,ageur, p. 15. Sqhen, Paris..
Ren~ Daumal, Podsie noire, podsie blanche, p. 41. Galhmard, Paris.
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(Yet listen well. Not to my words,
but to the tumult that rages in
your body when you listen to yourself.)

Herc Ren~ Daumal has seized upon a point o( departure
for a phenomenology of the verb to listen.
The fact that I have made use of all the documents of
fantasy and daydreams that like to play with words and
the most ephemeral sort of impressions, is another admission on my part of my intention of remaining in the
domain of the superficial. I have only explored the thin
layer of nascent images. No doubt, the frailest, most inconsistent image can reveal profound vibrations. But to determine the metaphysics of all that transcends our perceptive
life would require a different type of research. Particularly,
if we were to desaibc how silence affects not only man's
time and 1pecch, but allo his very being, it would fill a
large volume. Fortunately, this volume exists. I recommend Max Picard's The World of Silence.1
1

Mu Picard, Die Welt da Schweiims, llcntlch Verlag. l!MB, E.ngliah
tnnalation, Ha"ill P,-, London, 1951.

